Dhul Jalaal wal Ikraam (The One possessing Majesty and Honour)

Meaning the One possessing Greatness and Grandeur, possessing Mercy and Generosity. The One Who shows beneficence in both its general and specific aspects. The One Who honours His friends and close ones - those who glorify, exalt and love Him.

"Everything in the earth will perish. And the Face of your Lord, full of Majesty and Honour, will abide forever." (55:27)

"Blessed be the name of your Lord, the Owner of Majesty and Honour." (55:78)

Source: [here](http://tiest.staff.ipb.ac.id/2013/09/07/dhul-jalaal-wal-ikraam-the-one-possessing-majesty-and-honour/)
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